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The Crash and the Constitution

• The “Crash” of 2008
  – Constitutional revision was one of the demands of the “pots-and-pans revolution” in January 2009
    • The banking system had grown 10 times the GDP
    • Three banks comprising 85% of the banking system collapsed within a week, the rest in quick succession
    • Local equity market was virtually wiped out overnight

• Constitutional moment turns into emerging new critical order
The process

• Parliament decided to proceed in three steps
• Convene National Forum
  – 1,000 persons selected at random through stratified sampling
• Appoint Constitutional Committee to gather information, provide analysis, and propose ideas
  – Seven specialist from different directions, 700-page report
• Hold election of Constitutional Council representatives
  – 25 representatives elected from among 523 candidates by STV (Single Transferable Vote) method to minimize number of ‘dead’ votes
Iceland’s constitution dates from 1944 when Iceland separated from occupied Denmark

- Derived from Denmark’s constitution, with nationally elected president substituted for hereditary king, the Icelandic constitution was intended to be only **provisional**
- Hails from 1874, or rather 1849.
- Despite repeated attempts Parliament has failed to revise it holistically
The representatives

- The 25 elected were doctors, lawyers, priests, professors, company board members, a farmer, a fighter for the rights of handicapped persons, mathematicians, media people, erstwhile MPs, a nurse, a philosopher, poets and artists, political scientists, a theatre director, and a labor union leader.
The framework

• Council had four months to do its work
  – (US constitution was also written in four months in 1787)
• Three working groups
  – A. Human rights and natural resources
  – B. Branches of government
    • Legislator, the executive, the president
  – C. Electoral system, direct democracy, the judiciary
Key decisions

• Council decided to:
  – Rewrite constitution rather than revise the provisional one from 1944
    • Basic feature of the 1944 constitution was however retained to preserve the continuity and stability of Iceland’s Parliamentary Republic.
  – Move chapter on human rights up front to underline their importance
  – Invite the public to participate
    • Through media, but mainly social media
The world first “crowdsourced” constitution?

- Active public participation
  - Council received 323 formal proposals
    - All were discussed and answered by one of three committees
  - Over 3,600 comments were posted on website by visitors
    - Council representatives answered most if not all of them
  - Direct webcasts, also aired on TV
  - Over 50 interviews with Council members and others concerned were posted on YouTube
Expert advice and interest involvement

- Many experts also advised the Council every step of the way
  - Lawyers and others
  - In meetings as well as in writing
- Council could not seek the advice of all available and eligible experts
  - However, like everyone else, they were welcome to offer their comments and suggestions
- Council did not invite representatives of interest organizations to special meetings
  - These organizations had same access as everyone else to Council (bankers, fishing vessels owners, farmers)
• Each week, Council posted on its website new provisional articles for perusal by the public
• Two to three weeks later, after receiving comments and suggestions from the public as well as from experts, Council posted revised versions of those articles on the website
• In a final round, proposals for changes in the document as a whole were debated and voted upon article by article, and the final version of the bill was prepared
• At the end of the last round, each article was approved in separate voting
• The Council adopted the new constitution **unanimously**
Substance

• Principle
  – Distribution of power, transparency and responsibility

• Main features
  – Keep the main features of Parliamentary Republic system
    • But with clearer division between the three branches of government and an increased public participation in decision-making
Referendum and failed ratification process

- Advisory referendum on October 20th 2012
  - Including five specific questions on substance, e.g., about whether to declare natural resources to be the property of the nation
  - **Accepted by 2/3 of voters** (Just under 50% turnout)

- Parliament
  - Ratification postponed until after the April 2013 Parliament elections
  - Right-of-center post 2013 Parliament abandoned the process
  - New constitutional committee contemplating next steps
Better Reykjavik

Betri Reykjavik
Betri Reykjavik er samráðsverkefni Reykjavikurborgar, Íbúa ses og Reykvíkinga. #betrireykjavik

7,827  17,832  15  23,906

Svæði (5)

Fréttaveita

Þin rödd í ráðum borgarinnar
Í þin rödd í ráðum borgarinnar verða efstu hugmyndir sendar til viðeigandi fagráða Reykjavíkurborgar.

2,916  4  12,753

Hverfíð mitt 2018
Óskað var eftir hugmyndum að verkefnum sem kosið var um í hverfaksníningunni Hverfíð mitt í október 2018. Hugmyndirnar er...

821  10  4,629

Háskólinn okkar
Stúdentaráð vill heyra hugmyndir frá nemendum skólans og veita nemendum tækifari á að ákvæða hvaða málefni Stúdentaráð ...

41  2  591

Hverfíð mitt - eldri verkefni
Hér eru eldri Hverfíð mitt verkefni frá árinu 2012

3,863  60  12,854
Accepted project in my neighborhood

Sleðabrekka í skerjafjörð

Það er enginn "hóll" í Skerjafirði svo krakkarnir í hverfinu geta rennt sér niður þegar snjór er og ...

vatnskrani í nýlendugarði

Krani sem veitir aðgang að köldu vatni sem hægt er að láta renna í lækinn sem er kominn og svo framl...

Bæta við gangbraut yfir Suðurgötu sem næst Eggertsgötu

Oft þegar fólk sem býr við Eggertsgötu ætlar að taka strætó frá strætóskylinu hinu megin við götuna ...
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Is Brexit a crisis of the UK constitution?

**No**, because most democracies are in crisis at the moment yet have very different constitutions + Iceland’s case

**Yes**, because the crisis is, among other things, a crisis of the **electoral model of governance**, which is core to the constitutions of all modern representative democracies (also true of Iceland)
What’s wrong with electoral representation?

Creates an oligarchic distribution of political offices (Manin 1995)

“Principle of distinction” => descriptively unrepresentative parliaments (rich white old boys’ club) => lack of cognitive diversity (‘Oxbridge group think’) => incompetent policy-making as/and policies substantively disconnected from what the majorities actually want

Abundance of anecdotal evidence: financial crisis, government shutdowns, Brexit, Yellow Vests’ revolt…

Statistical evidence: Gilens and Page 2014
Specific UK Twist

Oligarchic problem compounded by an imperialist/colonialist/nationalist distribution of power in the United Kingdom, to the benefit of England
Solution: more authentically democratic representation

= Genuinely accessible and open to all on an equal basis

[Proportional representation won’t take care of the oligarchic problem]

⇒ Non-electoral forms of democratic representation:

- “lottocratic”: e.g., Citizen Assemblies
- “self-selected”: e.g., Participatory Budgeting
- “liquid”: e.g., European Pirate Parties
Does redesigning representative institutions require writing a brand new constitution from scratch?

Maybe not
But it does require a constitutional convention to rewrite key parts
⇒ at the UK level (if still a meaningful option)
⇒ and at the national/regional levels at any rate (including England)

On what model?
The Icelandic “citizen convention” in 3 participatory innovations

- 1. National Forum 2010
- 2. Constitutional Council (April-July 2011)
- 3. Crowdsourcing for ideas
Icelandic Experiment (2010-2013)

- **National Forum**
  - Summer 2010
  - 950 randomly selected citizens

- **Constitutional Committee**
  - 7 experts provided report + blueprints

- **Parliament**
  - Spring 2013
  - Stalls bill

- **Constitutional Council**
  - 25 elected non-professional politicians
  - 12 iterations
  - April-July 2011

- **Referendum**
  - October 2012
  - 2/3 of voters approve the proposal and answer questions

- **Crowd**
  - Draft

- **???**
1. National Forum: “lottocratic representation” for agenda-setting
Article 34: Natural Resources

Iceland’s natural resources that are not private property shall be the joint and perpetual property of the nation. No one can acquire the natural resources, or rights connected thereto, as property or for permanent use and they may not be sold or pledged.

[...]

The public authorities may, on the basis of law, issue permits for the use of natural resources or other limited public goods, against full payment and for a modest period of time in each instance. Such permits shall be issued on an equal-opportunity basis and it shall never lead to a right of ownership or irrevocable control of the natural resources.
2. 25 “amateur” constitution writers: more open form of electoral representation for drafting
3. The Crowdsourcing Stage: self-selected representation
• 12 drafts sequentially posted online

• 3,600 comments, 311 substantive proposals

• 130 proposals per 100,000 voters (Brazil: 88; South Africa: 67)

• 10% made a causal difference to the text (Hudson 2017)
Transparency in the Icelandic Process

Internet streaming of National Forum 2010

Vertical transparency: Access of public to Constitutional Council’s drafts and Constitutional Council to public input, via email and social media

Horizontal transparency: Visibility of online comments to all
Was the Icelandic proposal any good?

Yes in comparison with 2 contemporary expert-drafts (Landemore 2017)

Yes in absolute value (Landemore 2016)
“Democraticity” criterion

“One of the most inclusive [constitutions] in history” (Elkins, Ginsburg, Melton 2012)

• One person, one vote (39)
• Participatory mechanisms: Right of referral (65), Citizens’ Initiative (66)
Conclusion

If the UK is to re-constitute itself as a democratic federation of free and equal democratic nations (among the willing)...

...Using a process that mirrors substantive democratic commitments...
Suggestions

A relatively transparent, multi-stage, multi-chamber convention using different forms of democratic representation or mixing them (Icelandic model)

Bi-cameralism (one chamber for UK, one chamber for representatives of the nations/regions) with selection mechanism TBD

Crowdsourcing and deliberation for all (see also French Great National Debate)
Thank you!